HAVING SEEN the public selective procedure based on qualifications and interview for the assignment of nr. 1 “junior grant” at the "Marco Biagi" Department of Economics, S.S.D. SECS-S/06 (Mathematical methods of economy, finance and actuarial sciences), Tutor Professor Silvia MUZZIOLI, announced by decree rep. no. 822/2024 prot. nr. 125821 dated 21 May 2024 and published in the online noticeboard of the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia;
HAVING SEEN the decree no. 911/2024 prot. nr. 140055 dated 5 June 2024 extending the deadline for submitting an application;
GIVEN the deadline of 20 June 2024 - 1.00 pm (Italian time) to apply;
CONSIDERING that no applications have been received until 19 June 2024;
GIVEN the request to extend the deadline of participation advanced by Prof. Silvia MUZZIOLI (prot. nr. 156783 dated 19 June 2024);
TAKING INTO ACCOUNT the paramount interest in completing the procedure, encouraging the widest possible participation;
CONSIDERING the needs for cost-effectiveness and speed of the procedures;

DECREE

Unique Article

The new deadline for submitting applications is 29 July 2024 at 1.00 pm (Italian time).

Anything else established in the Decree rep. no. 822/2024 prot. nr. 125821 dated 21 May 2024 remains unchanged.

Modena, 19 June 2024

THE MANAGER
(doctor Maria Raffaella INGROSSO)
Digitally signed under the law “D.Lgs. N. 82/2005”